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Beethoven’s Eroica, the works of Shostakovich – classical music has always 
engaged with politics. Julian Day travels to the US to ask what composers  
are doing to address turbulent times and make American music great again?

T
hey felt like the whole world was starting  
to come undone, that the floor was  
falling from beneath them.” 

On the night of November 8, composer 
David T. Little (pictured) was rehearsing his 

opera Soldier Songs, a darkly poignant commentary on 
war, for San Diego Opera. As results of the US election 
trickled in, the musicians began checking their phones. 
They wrapped the rehearsal  “in a sinking confusion”  
and emerged into protests that continued for 
several days, including the opening night. 

“I was stunned,” Little admits. “I’ve  
done a lot of writing and a lot of research 
about the relationship of music and 
politics. And yet I felt at a loss for words.”

Donald Trump, it barely needs saying, 
has been one of America’s most divisive 
presidential picks. Whether you lean left or 
right, the shock of his win was palpable. Whilst 
many cheered, millions of others hit the streets, 
swelling this year’s Women’s March into the largest 
single day protest in US history. Media sites continue to 
erupt with daily shocks from Washington.

Where does this leave musicians? Are they bound 
to act, to speak out in turbulent times? Is music the 
right vehicle to do so? Until recently such questions 
felt archaic. For many years political music was on the 
nose, exuding either the reedy scent of the 1960s sit-in 

or the dank whiff of a 1970s workers’ club. Since the 
civil rights era, composers have seemed more concerned 
with breaking down stylistic barriers than ‘changing the 
system’, to paraphrase composer Christian Wolff.

This all changed abruptly last November. Facebook 
feeds that until then were occupied with cats playing 
piano now implored one to occupy the streets. One 
newly galvanised composer friend declared he was 
doing everything he could to protest Trump – marching, 

emailing, calling his local representative – 
everything, it appeared, but write music. 

How then do you act politically when 
your tools are the laptop, the violin,  
the baton? Does writing political music 
risk becoming propaganda? Should  
your music offer a refuge, a ‘safe space’, 

from everyday life? And in such times,  
is making music even relevant?
These issues drive my series Altered States on 

ABC RN’s The Music Show, in which I’m interviewing 
American musicians and thinkers about music and 
politics under Trump. It has led me from Little to punk 
pioneer Henry Rollins, African American music scholar 
Shana L. Redmond, performance artist Laurie Anderson 
and composer Christian Wolff, one-time colleague of 
political music iconoclast Cornelius Cardew.

Of them, Little’s mouthpiece is perhaps the most 
surprising. Rather than pen agitprop protest songs, 
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Little writes operas. In works like Soldier Songs, Dog 
Days and JFK, the composer delegates complex 
socio-political perspectives to classically trained 
singers. “Opera is the domain of big ideas,” Little 
explains, “it allows you to explore big things.”

It took time for Little’s weapon of choice to emerge. 
He spent his New Jersey childhood at the drums, fi rstly 
playing revolutionary and civil war songs in fi fe and 
drum corps before graduating to rock bands as a teen. 
He discovered he was political at the age of 19 when 
he bought Kronos Quartet’s album Howl USA with 
Robert Mapplethorpe’s cover image of a frayed, backlit 
US fl ag. Little quickly became “obsessed with the idea 
of music changing society”, forming the amplifi ed 
ensemble Newspeak (named after George Orwell’s 
Nineteen Eighty-Four) and undertaking a PhD in 
music and politics at Princeton University.

Little’s earliest pieces fuse the brashness of 
political composer Louis Andriessen with pop-
inspired melodicism. The titles – Electric Proletariat, 
Red Scare Sketchbook and Songs of Love, Death, Friends 
and Government – are unmistakably polemical. Yet, as 
he once told the New York Times, “art has always had 
to come fi rst.” Recent works have tended to ask more 
existential questions, as in 2011’s AGENCY for Kronos 
Quartet, which ponders the “impossibility of knowing” 
by contrasting the Australian sacred site of Uluru with 
the nearby US military base at Pine Gap. 

Little stresses that this shift “isn’t a retreat from 
politics” but rather a more nuanced ‘bearing witness’, 
examining an issue at arms’ length and letting the 
listener form their own conclusion. Such an approach 
suits an age that distrusts singular political narratives. 
As Little puts it, “the mirror has become the 
composer’s political weapon of choice”.

Little is far from new music’s sole political 
correspondent. His West Coast peer, Ted Hearne, hit 

the spotlight a decade ago with Katrina Ballads, a song 
cycle setting various real-life speeches – from George 
W. Bush to Kanye West (“George Bush doesn’t care 
about black people”) – in the wake of the catastrophic 
Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans. It netted Hearne 
The Netherlands’ prestigious Gaudeamus Prize. His 
subsequent oratorio The Source follows the story of US 
soldier Chelsea Manning who was jailed after leaking 
thousands of military documents to Wikileaks.

Like Little, Hearne’s post-minimalist music is taut 
and often aggressive, which suits his take on politics. 
“I ‘theoretically’ believe in the power of art to provoke 
and inspire change,” he says, “even radical change. And 
yes, I think style and aesthetics has everything to do with 
this, because if the form and character of a work is not 
transgressive, we cannot expect the content of that work 
to transgress any established patterns of thinking.”

Their compatriot Darcy James Argue takes yet 
another approach via his 18-piece jazz ensemble 
Secret Society. Argue’s recent album Real Enemies 
riffs on that most American of phenomena, the 
conspiracy theory, referencing whistle blower Edward 
Snowden and paraphrasing Richard Hofstader’s 1964 
essay The Paranoid Style in American Politics.

In fact, American political classical music stretches back 
at least a century. An early vanguard was the Composers 
Collective of the 1930s, a left-leaning group that included 
Charles Seeger (husband of composer Ruth and father 

 I THEORETICALLY BELIEVE IN THE 
POWER OF ART TO PROVOKE AND INSPIRE 
CHANGE, EVEN RADICAL CHANGE 

Above left: David T. 
Little’s Dog Days

Above: The world 
premiere of JFK at Fort 
Worth Opera in 2016
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of folk singer Pete) and Aaron Copland. Copland in 
particular faced the classic conundrum of how to deploy 
style in the service of one’s beliefs. His tough early 
works, like 1930’s Piano Variations, were praised by 
Seeger for “resisting the hegemony of tradition, whether 
musical or capitalist”. Yet Copland soon rejected 
modernism for his famous folk-inspired language that, 
unsurprisingly, reached more of the people.

An important ally was Hanns Eisler, a German 
immigrant who’d studied with Arnold Schoenberg 

and collaborated with Bertold Brecht. Eisler was 
gifted at fi lm scores and, in particular, workers songs, 
which Shostakovich praised as the “well tried weapon 
of the proletariat”. Needless to say, titles like Praise for 
the USSR and Hammer and Sickle did not endear Eisler 
to the House Committee on Un-American Activities. 
Despite being nominated for several Academy awards, 
Eisler was blacklisted by Hollywood and was deported 
several years into the Cold War. He later penned the 
national anthem of East Germany

The USA’s growing post-war paranoia about 
communism silenced a decade’s worth of political 
composers. This changed in the 1960s and 1970s 
when civil rights hit the airwaves and the streets. 
This new energy yielded fi gures like Christian Wolff, 
a former student of John Cage whose pieces acted 
like mini-Utopian states in which performers 
interacted democratically. Wolff also drew on folk and 
protest songs, as did his peer Frederic Rzewski whose 
pieces Coming Together, about a prison riot in upstate 
New York, and The People United Will Never Be Defeated! 
left no ambiguity about his politics. 

The 1980s brought new prosperity under Ronald 
Reagan and, again, overtly political music seemed 
to recede. Many artists felt that social movements 
had failed and that corporations were rapidly co-
opting their revolutionary verve. But whilst fewer 
composers wore their views on their sleeve, politics 
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didn’t disappear – it just transformed. As political 
theorist Michael Walzer observed, if revolutionary 
times demand answers then subsequent eras require 
questions, and in recent years artists have tended to 
critique rather than proselytise.

Steve Reich’s Different Trains (1988), for instance, brings 
together autobiographical and documentary elements 
to draw out a subtle yet powerful perspective on World 
War II. It recalls train journeys the composer took as a 
child in the 1940s shuttling between divorced parents 
in New York and Los Angeles. At first Kronos Quartet 
chugs along merrily beneath train sounds and the 
sampled voices of a porter and Reich’s former governess. 
Gradually, however, the textures darken and the voices 
switch to Auschwitz survivors. We realize that if Reich, 
a Jewish American, grew up at the time in Europe his 
trips would likely have ended very differently.

Perhaps most surprisingly, politics also found a home 
in the opera hall. This doesn’t seem to fit the cliché 
of opera as escapist melodrama. However, as John 
Bokina, a political science professor and musicologist, 
suggests “in opera the personal has always been 
the political.” In his book Opera And Politics, Bokina 
draws a steady political line from Monteverdi’s L’Orfeo 
through Mozart’s Don Giovanni and Beethoven’s Fidelio 
to Wagner’s Parsifal and Strauss’s Elektra.

American opera has in fact been getting political 
since at least the 1980s. It began with the so-called 
‘CNN opera’ phenomenon of Nixon In China and  
The Death of Klinghoffer, both by John Adams, and  
the subsequent Malcolm X, Harvey Milk and Dead Man 
Walking. Even Reich, having dismissed opera  
for decades, contributed a 2002 ‘video opera’ about 
genetic engineering and nuclear testing.

Why would politically-savvy composers choose 
opera? Little suggests it’s to do with scale and emotional 
complexity. “You can deliver big ideas without them being 
the entire message of the piece. You’re still getting them to 
your audience but you’re not bashing them over the head.”

So far Little has written four operas, with a fifth being 
developed through the Metropolitan Opera/Lincoln Center 
Theater’s New Works Program. His first, 2006’s Soldier 
Songs, began as a staged song cycle in which he interviewed 
soldiers who had fought in Iraq. Instead of stating an 
ideological position, Little addressed the elemental 
question of how we make soldiers. His follow up, Dog Days, 
also touches on militaristic themes, opening with the line 
“get me my rifle”. A tight-knit family survives World War 
III only to meet a man in a homemade dog suit whose 
unexpected arrival leads to devastating consequences. 

Whilst Dog Days, unusually for opera, depicts the 
embattled working class, Little’s next and largest 
work to date spot-lit one of America’s most famous 
presidents. JFK, Little’s third opera with librettist Royce 
Vavrek, focuses on John F. Kennedy. Rather than  
depict the shooting or the subsequent investigations, 
however, the opera lingers on the president’s final 12 
hours spent in his hotel room with wife Jackie and is 
necessarily more personal than flag-bearing. 

“At the core,” Little explains, “JFK explores issues that 
are bigger and more universal than politics – fate and 
mortality – told against a political backdrop. It shows the 
innermost struggles and joys of both Jack and Jackie, as 
they rapidly approach the tragedy in Dallas.” Of course, 
here knowledge is asymmetrical – whilst the characters 

Clockwise from top  
left: Nixon in China; 
Protesting The Death  
Of Klinghoffer outside 
The Metropolitan Opera; 
Cornelius Cardew;  
Steve Reich
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 WHEN YOU HAVE OPPOSING PARTIES 
THAT ARE VIEWED AS ENEMIES, I THINK 
THAT’S INCREDIBLY DANGEROUS 

Asher Fisch conducts Schumann (with Jayson 
Gillham) and Schubert’s The Great from August 
17 – 19 and then Mozart (with Karen Gomyo) and 

Mahler’s Sixth Symphony from 
August 25 – 26 

FIVE AMERICAN OPERAS 
THAT CHANGED THE WORLD

Nixon in China
James Maddelena bar, Carolann 
Page s, John Duykers t, Orchestra 
Of St. Luke’s/Edo De Waart
NONESUCH 7559797691 (2CD)

Blessed with one of the finest and most poetic of 
librettos (courtesy of Alice Goodman), John Adams’ 
opera makes Richard Nixon a far more nuanced figure 
than the villain he is popularly portrayed as.

The Death of Klinghoffer
James Maddalena bar, Sanford 
Sylvan t, Sheila Nadler ms, 
Opéra De Lyon/Kent Nagano
NONESUCH  0349712116 (2CD)

Accused by some of glorifying terrorism, John Adams’ 
masterpiece looks at the bloody hijacking of the 
Achille Lauro from all sides in a finely balanced opera 
with a specially glorious role for the chorus.

X, The Life & Times of Malcom X
Eugene Perry bar, Herbert Perry 
b-bar, Thomas J. Young t, Orchestra 
of St. Luke’s/William Henry Curry
GRAMAVISION R2-79470 (3CD)

An opera with music by Anthony Davis and libretto by 
his brother Thulani Davis, X fuses classical music with 
jazz to tell the life story of the black civil rights leader 
turned convert to Islam, el-Hajj Malik el-Shabazz.

Harvey Milk
Robert Orth bar, Raymond Very t, 
Gidon Saks b, San Francisco Opera/
Donald Runnicles
TELDEC 0630158562 (2CD)

An approchable opera in three acts, Harvey Milk, 
composed by Stewart Wallace to a libretto by Michael 
Korie, tells the story of the life and death of the gay 
activist and politician assassinated in San Francisco.

Dead Man Walking
Joyce DiDonato ms, Philip Cutlip b, 
Frederica von Stade ms, Houston 
Grand Opera/Patrick Summers
ERATO 6024632 (2CD)

Jake Heggie’s opera draws on Sister Helen Prejean’s 
real-life struggle as an advocate for the abolition 
of the death penalty in the USA as she acts as a 
counsellor to a prisoner on Louisiana’s death row.
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on stage can predict nothing of their future we implicitly 
know their fate, making our journey one of empathy. 
This for Little has become a crucial theme. “When I look 
at my Facebook feed I’m not necessarily seeing that kind 
of empathy. When you have opposing parties that are 
viewed as enemies, I think that’s incredibly dangerous.”

Similarly, the unexpected election outcome has 
brought out a new resonance in Little’s earlier work. 
“There’s an aria in Dog Days where an Army captain says 
to the father of this starving family, ‘if you give me your 
sons to take into the Army, I’ll make sure the rest of your 
family is protected and fed.’ And the father refuses. Which 
sets in motion a series of events that ultimately lead to 
the family’s demise. At the end the father sings, ‘we make 
choices, make choices, we commit, we plan, we execute, 
we suffer consequences, we swallow hard, we give in’.”

“The idea that consequences can be extreme is 
not an idea that I grew up with as an American. 
If hearing that aria can awaken that idea in an audience 
member then I think it is politically successful without 
it being a work of propaganda”.

The new administration has clearly made an impact 
on Little. His most recent pieces, Elegy (Monsters Are Real) 
and Accumulation Of Purpose, crackle with an anger, and 
at times a melancholy, quite unlike the universalism 
of JFK. “Since the election, I have wondered whether 
exploring big ideas like this is a luxury, and if the times 
require something more explicitly political.”

So, recalling Michael Walzer, if periods are either 
revolutionary or not, then what period are we in now? 
Little smiles. “That’s the question”. 

Julian Day’s Altered States is on RN’s The Music Show. 
Visit abc.net.au/radionational/programs/musicshow

Hanns Eisler
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